
NEW STUDENTS' MEETING
12 JUNE 2023

It's the time 

you lost for your

rose, that made your

rose so important



"If you come, for example,
every afternoon at four,
from three I'll begin to be

happy. As the hour goes by,
my happiness will increase.

When it's four o'clock, I'll
start to get excited and I'll

find out the price of
happiness! But if you come, I
don't know when, I'll never

know at what time to
prepare my heart".



3 DAYS
The smallest children and their
parent spend the first three

days of the acclimation period
in the Primavera or Childhood,
experiencing all the routines
together with the teachers.

 
 



FIRST DAY
The parent takes care of the child's primary needs,
while the educator observes the relationship
methods of the couple. The teacher adopts the
parent's strategies and habits for each little guest.

SECOND DAY
The educator joins the couple and enters into a
relationship with both. Relationships are known to
be reciprocal, so the couple entrusts themselves
to the educator who already masters the spaces
and the organization of the day.

THIRD DAY
The educator becomes the protagonist, the parent
is always present but remains in the background.

FOURTH DAY
The first detachment from the parent takes place,
the child will continue the acclimation period with
the educators.



THE EDUCATOR
Thanks to this observation of 3 days, the
teacher can gradually but comprehensively

get to know the child, his habits and his
relational modalities, inserting herself into

the parental dyad relationship carefully
and respecting children and adults' times.

The quality and quantity of time spent
together give an important educational

dimension which offers the  possibility to
face a delicate phase.

 



THE CHILD
The school becomes the safe place where the

child and his parent experience several
dimensions. The acclimation period is

characterized by a familiarity that is reassuring.
The child, living immediately every moment of
the day, will show at the first detachment a

fatigue that will be easier to console, without
being disoriented, because in the three days he

will have already lived and experienced every
routine of the day.

 



THE PARENT
Spend three days at school with the child,
allows the parent to live and know every
moment of everyday life and the school

becomes for him a familiar environment. 
Thanks to the presence of the parent at

school, the educators can build a relationship
of mutual trust. The parents will feel
welcomed and listened as an active

protagonist of the acclimation period. Parents
also have the opportunity to get to know each

other



5-6-7 SEPTEMBER 2023
FROM 09:00 TO 12:30

with a parent or another family figure
 

11 SEPTEMBER 2023
FROM 09:00 TO 12:30 

without parents but together with
other bigger students

 

12 SEPTEMBER 2023
full time for all students

 
 
 
 



What do you 
need in school?

1 BIB with elastic ban
1 SMALL TOWEL with a hanging loop

2 SMALL TOWEL for PRIMAVERA
1 pair if SLIPPERS or COMFORTABLE

SHOES to use inside the school
1 BAG with changing CLOTHES with kid's

name on them
1 pair of NON-SLIP SOCKS

10 packs of paper handkerchiefs
1 package of BIG MARKERS "GIOTTO"
1 GLUE STICK (NOT for PRIMAVERA)

1 PHOTO 10X15 CM
1 PASSPORT PHOTO

AN EMPTY BACKPACK to bring school things
home on friday

1 school APRON to paint
1 pair of RAIN BOOTS

 
**Please write your kid's name on each object!



What do you 
need to sleep 

at school?
1 WAXED mattress COVER with

elastic corners (measures
60x120cm)

1 PILLOW with its case
1 BED SHEET with elastic

corners (measures 60x120cm)
1 SMALL BED BLANKET 

1 PACIFIER or a transition
object if used

 
**Please write your kid's name on each object!



thanks 
for choosing our school

Ass. Scuola Regina Pacis 


